Rita Rosenstiel
phone 044 – 266 26 36

Hugo Mendel-Heim
Billeterstrasse 10, CH-8044 Zurich

___________________________________________________
Clerc of the cantonal Court
Route du Signal 8
CH-1014 Lausanne
______________________
March 4 , 2020
cc : To whom it may concern
Appeal against the decision of the "Juge of the Peace" Loichat
Mira of Febr. 3, 2020 (copy attached), notified on Febr.5, 2020.

To you,
Appealing in due course, here are the exploits of this "Judge":
On Nov.27, 2013, she placed me under curatorship of representation and
management, based on a psychiatric complacency expertise.
On 28.01.2014, she forcibly placed me in a home, a decision that was
annulled by the Cantonal Court, but too late to return home.
Loichat Mira endorsed the theft and destruction of my household by the
first curator Jean-Pierre Goetschmann, by approving on July 24, 2014
his false inventory concealing the existence of my missing household.
She broke all records, having so far produced 42 denials of justice,
reported to the Cantonal Court on February 7, 2020.
Last spring, she violated my psychic integrity, by wanting to put me under
general curatorship, in collaboration with the Office of Curatorships, to
muzzle me.
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Her last misdeed was her failed attempt to cut me off from my friends,
obviously under the pretext that I needed to be protected from them.
For this task, she appointed Christine Raptis as my lawyer ex officio ad
hoc curator, although I have consistently rejected both of them.
We know that Raptis/Loichat Mira suffered a stinging defeat in this
venture. Nevertheless, the latter wants to gild the former with CHF
10,000 in fees for this abominable action, at the expense of taxpayers.
I protest! In contrast, I have never been compensated, out of avarice
and complicity with the guilty parties.
I'm aware that I have no chance to win in justice. A total of 31
executioners have been working against me (see attached list of the
plotters).
It is well known that the appeals system is a swindle and a great illusion:
http://leschroniques.net/ana_cedh_ealternative.htm
In fact, in the canton of Vaud, politicians hypocritically swear " (...) to
have justice and truth before their eyes in everything that is discussed",
and these same politicians consistently elect judges who are not very
clean. The same is true at the federal level. See my portfolio of
representatives of the State of Vaud and the Confederation who ruined
my life, with impunity: www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMk4R5uKgsU
In conclusion, I request that this "judge" and her accomplices be
prosecuted ex officio for abuse of power. Any normally constituted
citizen, informed via the Internet, will support me in this request.
With kind regards
Rita Rosenstiel,
born on 1924
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My portfolio of the 31 representatives of the State of Vaud
who ruined my life
4 women who worked in a destructive manner

Véronique
LOICHAT MIRA
« Judge of Peace »

Anne-Rebecca
BULA
Lawyer who betraed
me

Christine RAPTIS
Devils Lawyer

Dr. Tosca
BIZZOZZERO
Physician – the Dr.
MENGELE in
Morges

Béatrice MAURY
Boss of CASAS

Katiuska STEKEL
Boss of the Boss

Hélène RAPPAZ
Prosecutor

Hélène SMITH
Prosecutor

The 4 destructive curators

Jean-Pierre
GOETSCHMANN
First curator

Vanesa CASAS
Actual curator

The four hostile prosecutors

Patricia CORNAZ
« Judge » in Nyon

Eric COTTIER
Attorney general
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The 12 interconnected cantonal judges

Bernard ABRECHT

Fabienne BYRDE

Jean-Luc
COLOMBINI

Céline COURBAT

Sylvie GIROUD
WALTHER

Eric
KALTENRIEDER

Caroline HofmannKÜHNLEIN

Dina MERKLI

Jean-François
MEYLAN

Guillaume PERROT

Richard OULEVAY

Marie-France
CRITTIN DAYEN
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The 7 federal judges, allied with the individuals listed above

François CHAIX

Christian DENYS

Laura JACQUEMOUD-ROSSARI

Lorenz
KNEUBÜHLER

Thomas MÜLLER

Niklaus
OBERHOLZER

Monique JAMETTI
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